Radio Control
Radio control provides several advantages. The Remote Control (RC) allows operation from over 300
feet away. A person holding the transmitter can activate the entire system from anywhere within that
distance. The system could be concealed in an area where animal and/or human intruders are wanted
to be dispersed, and then activated unobtrusively and undetected from a distance when a threat is
noticed in the area. Or a home intrusion can be prevented from anywhere in the house by remotely
activating this system to discourage or deter the situation. (The remote receiver draws power from the
system, so separate batteries are not required for the receiving half of the remote control.) The
keychain transmitter operates like an automobile starter, and the replaceable battery will last for
thousands of start/stop cycles. The small size of the transmitter allows it to be easily carried at all
times, so you are always ready.

Interfacing with Alarm Systems and Other Deterrents
This sonic deterrent can easily be interfaced with many other detection systems, such as our BHT60
body heat detector that can detect humans or animals from distances of several hundred feet. The
combination of using a BHT60 to trigger a sonic deterrent has worked well to protect plants and trees
from deer!
It can be used with other infrared detectors such as our SENSEALARM (wiring required), which detects
body heat in a “cone” pattern out to 30 feet away. Or it could be interfaced with our property
detection PGD40 system, which sets up a “perimeter line” and will trigger the sonic device once a laser
beam is broken by an intrusion.
The system can also be set to trigger other devices, such as our SHKAUTO10 electric shocking device, in
the event where it is necessary to guard a gun room, safe, vehicle garage, or other high-security or
high-value area where a physical deterrent is desired along with the sonic pain field. Or our RCPA10
personal alarm for an audible “panic alarm” deterrent or warning system (for example, you may prefer
that your sonic deterrent is set to an inaudible frequency but there may be times you would also want
an audible warning or alarm without needing to adjust the setting on your sonic deterrent, and this is
where the RCPA10 personal alarm, which is set to audible only, will give an audible alert that the
system has been triggered).
In addition to indoors use, the sonic coverage can be used to guard a driveway, pathway, a walkway, a
swimming pool and any intrusion area that you want protected. Some video surveillance systems can
detect and record motion, the detection of motion can also activate other devices such as this sonic
deterrent, excellent for those special applications.
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